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CHAPTER I 
Introduction And Review Of The Literature 
In today's complex society, no one can be independent and 
survive; people must help others. There appear to be limits on 
help giving or at least some conditions under which help is not 
given. For example, why did thirty-eight people stand silently 
and watch Kitty Genovese being murdered without one person calling 
the police or offering any assistance? In addition to making 
people more interdependent, our rapidly expanding technological 
society may also account for increased impersonalization and 
accompanying apathy and alienation. However, the research which 
has been done in the area of altruism or helping behavior seems 
to indicate that the variables involved are more complex than these 
"explanations" would indicate. 
Funk and Wagnall's dictionary defines altruism as "devotion 
to the interests of others: disinterested benevolence.111 
Berkowitz and Daniels (1963, 1964) as well as Hornstein (1968) 
assume the existence of \vhat they term a "social responsibility 
norm," while Leeds (1963) calls it the "norm of giving." Latane 
and Darley (1970) feel that many discussions of altruism have 
1The terms "helping behavior" and "aiding behavior" are not synony­
mous with the term altruism; however, these terms are often inter­
twined in the literature concerning altruism. Because of the 
close relation between these terms, studies pertaining to all 
three of these areas are included in the review of the literature. 
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basic questions which must be separated if we are to explain this 
phenomenon adequately. The first of these questions is, "What is 
the underlying force in mankind toward altruism?" or "What moti­
vates helping?" The second, which is more specific, asks, "What 
determines in a particular situation whether one person will help 
another?" 
Schwartz (In Macaulay and Berkowitz) suggests that there is 
a three-step decision process which leads to behavior that is con­
gruent with moral norms. First of all, the person mu.st recognize 
the dependence of anothel· on him by becoming aware that a poten­
tial action has consequences for the other. Secondly, he must 
have knowledge of the moral norms pertinent to this action and its 
consequences; and finally, he must ascribe some responsibility to 
himself for the action. Similarly, Darley and Latane (1968) have 
outlined a series of steps which describe the process of deciding 
to intervene in an emergency. He must notice that something is 
happening, interpret the event as an emergency, and decide that he 
has personal responsibility for coping with it. If any of these 
steps is omitted, then the bystander ��ill remain inactive. However, 
they also point out that although many theories use the concept 
of norms to account fo r variations in helping from one situation 
to another, there is little evidence that people actually think 
about norms when choosing a course of action but instead seem 
guided by their first reactions. 
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Personality Characteristics Of Altruists 
Perry London (In Hacaulay and Berkowitz, 1970) seems to feel 
that there were certain personality characteristics associated 
with Christians who rescued Jews from the Nazis in World War II. 
He developed a standardized interview schedule, and from this 
determined that these Christians seemed to possess a fondness for 
adventure, had a strong identification with a parent who was usually 
a strong moralist, and were socially marginal people, i.e., not 
completely acculturated. 
Davis Rosenhan (In Hacaulay and Barko��itz, 1970) found that 
there was a noticeable difference in the personality of those 
partially comraitted to the civil rights movement (had participated 
in one or two freedom rides) and those who · were fully committed to 
the movement (were physically active in the South fo.r a year or 
longer). The fully committed re·portcd a positive resp,ecting re­
lationship with both their parents; v1hile the .. ·pal"tially committed 
tended to describe their parents in negative or .a�1bivalent terms. 
The parents of both the fully and partially committed were concerned 
with moral issues, but there was evidence of ·discrepancy between 
��hat they preached and act'ually practiced. The partially commit­
ted person was also consicerable more likcly·to have spent some 
period of the i r lives in psychotherapy. 
Another study (London and BoHer, 1968) investigated premorbid 
altruistic behavior in relation to an extraversive personality in 
a sample of hospitalized mentally ill people and used belonging to 
clubs etc. as a measure of altruistic behavior. They hypothesized 
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that a greater degree of mental health would be positively correlated 
with both altruistic behavior and extraversion. However, the rela­
tionship was not found to be significant, and extraversion was not 
predictive of altruistic behavior. However, they did find that the 
person's perception of his parent's behavior was related to his 
charitableness to a significant degree. 
In a study investigating personality traits and other varia­
bles affecting helping behavior, Latane andrDarley (1970) led 
subjects to believe that they were hearing another subject having 
an epileptic seizure. There t�.::ro three different conditions. In 
one condition, the subject thought that he and four strangers 
were hearing the victim, whom he had not met previously, having 
a seizure. In the second condition, the subject believed that 
he'-and four others were hearing the attack of a victim whom he had 
met previously. In the third, the subject was led to believe that 
he was the only one hearing the victim, whom he had not met pre­
viously. The results of this study ·shotvad that the smaller the 
number of people the subject believed were hearing the victim's 
cry for help, the greater the liklihood of his offering assistance. 
Meeting the victim before the "epileptic seizure" also increased 
the probability of the subject's intervention. They suggested 
that perhaps since he was the only one who had met the victim, he 
could visualize him having a seizure. A third explanation for 
these findings was that because the subject had had a chance to 
see him, he may have· felt -.accountable to the victim. None of the 
subjects who failed to intervene showed apathy or indifference to 
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the victim's plight. They seemed quite concerned and inquired 
about his welfare. Instead of being apathetic, it seemed that 
they had vacillated between respondi.ng and not responding rath er 
than choosing not to respond. After participating in this experi­
ment, the subjects t�ere aske-d to fill out several personality 
scales--the Social Responsibility Scale. designed by Be.rkowitz and 
Daniels which measures the ex.te.nt to which subje-<:ts accept the 
social responsibility norm, the Marlowe-Crowne Need for Ap-proval 
Seale which measures the e.xte.nt: to wh.icll s-ubjects try' to present 
a desirable image of thems·elves by claiming to behave supernorma­
tively, and �ichard Christie's autho-ritarian pe-rsonaLit-y scale 
(F Scale), his scale of anomie, and his I'1a:�h Scale wh;i.ch mea.sures 
a subject's tendencies. to· agree witll the writings of Machiavelli. 
None of thes.e ,personality variables •predic.&ed ·he1.pil'lg in this in­
stance. Darley and Lat.ane: feel that p.ersonali;y .may bee rather 
Unimportant in ·detel:'il<ining a p.eC"J;S00 I .S I'•C<J;Ct�!"ij �tO ,.an: emergency • 
First of all, an individual fac.ed w;ith an<()mer.&·ency does not have 
time to think, and he must mak� a qu-.idi: ·decisio.n u,nd•er strong 
pressure. S-econdly, personality ,dif·feran·ces. may operate in op­
posing ways at differe:nt sta.ge.s of the i.nteryen.tion process. For 
example, they state that a tender-hearted per"s,-pn who really wants 
to help may be too frightened or squea·mish t.o do so. However, 
Staub and Sherk (19&8) have shown that the need fbr social ap­
proval does influence the aiding respons�. 
Berkowitz (Macaulay and Berkowitz, 1970) su-ggests that self­
concern may have an effect on altruistic behavior. He says that 
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self-concern may lower the liklihood of altruistic acts by keeping 
the person from being immediately aware of social ideals calling 
for helpful behavior in certain situations, by i.nterfering with em­
pathy leading to derc.gation of those in need of help or by increas­
ing the resentment produced by the threat of a reduct.ion in behav .. 
ioral free.dom. However, he als.o suggests thcat self-concern may 
lead to greater amounts of helping because the perscn may attempt 
to gain approval and advance his value in the eyes of others or 
he may want to be consistent w·ith his ima:ge ·of h.ims.elf as a help­
ful person. 
Attitudes Tow1\rd The Self-S.acrifi..ctng Person 
Altruists are n.ot ah�aY's viewe.d by others . . in a favo.rable 
light, and Lerner and Simmons (1966) believe that this may be the 
result of our need to believe in a just w.o..-ld. In their seudy, a 
victim appeared to receive s'evere and painful elect:ric sl;\ock in 
a paired associates le.arning task. In des�.ribing the victim later, 
the subje.cts rejected and devalu.e.d her when they beli.eved they would 
continue to see her suffer in a s.e.cond s.essiou and when they were 
powerless to alter the victi.m's fate. Their ;rejection and devalua­
tion of the victim was stro.ngest ��hen she w.a.s viewed as su ffering 
for the sake of th:e subjects in the �<u,w.rtyr•• condition. They feel 
that these results are consistent olith their hypothesis that rejec­
tion and devaluation of a suffering victim are primarily based on 
the observer's need to be l ieve in a ju.st w·orld. 
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Guilt And The Aiding Response 
Rawlings (1968) suggests that guilt plays a major role in 
altruistic behavior. Guilt was aroused in s·ubjects in one experi­
mental treatment by rnaking·th.em responsible for a partner's punish­
ment with electric shock. In ano ther group, subjects watched 
their partners being punish.::d but neither was-responsible. There 
were two control groups. In one, the subjects were responsible for 
punishment to both themselves and their partner�;�. In th.e second 
contro.l group, neither the subjects nor thei<r partners received 
punishment. Later, all the subjects were given the opportunity to 
act altruistically tov.1ard a neH partner in another setting, and it 
was found that s·ubjects in bot.h �xpcriment.al groups were signifi­
cantly more altruistic toward a i1·CW partner .than were subjects in 
the two control groups. Carlsmith and Gross (1969) found the same 
results in a similar experiment. In a study by Fre�dman, Wallington, 
and Ble ss (1967), subjects \vho had been ind.uced to tefl a lie to 
the experimenter were twice as lii<ely as ·.�he coi)trols to· agree to 
participate in another experiment. In a number, cif "machine breaking" 
studies (Wallace and .S.ad.alla, 1966; Brock and B.ecker, 1966), there 
was a tendency for subjects who believed that they had broken the 
machines to be more likely to comply than controls. Whe'n induced 
to cheat on a test (Carlsmith, Ellsworth, and Whit,eside, 1968), 
subjects were more likely to volunteer for future experiments than 
controls unless they WE:l·e given an opportunity to confess to their 
cheating. In another study (Darlington and Macker, 1966), subjects 
were led to believe that they had harmed someone by not earning 
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bonus grade points for him in a task which was in reality impossible. 
When the subjects were then given an opportunity to donate blood to 
a local hospital, they were significantly more likely to do so than 
the control group. To ciate, the research on the effects of "wrong­
doing" on compliance have consistently shown similar results with 
the exception of a study by Silverman (�67), but his data was flawed 
by self-selection of subjects, too high a compliance rate in the 
control groups, etc. 
Obligations, Dependency, And Altruism 
There are those who (Gouldncr, 1960) are of the opinion that 
an individual is motivated to help others in order to reciprocate 
for the favors which have been done for him in the past for those 
which he anticipates. He suggests that conformity with social norms 
is something that is carried out in payment for the obligations 
that people owe one another. 
In a study of college worr.en (Berkowitz and Daniels, 1969), 
one-half of the subjects lv<.:re helped by a peer (E's confederate) 
on a task and the others \v.ere not helped. Then, the subjects worked 
on another task under the supposed supervision of another peer, 
with one-half of the subjects being told that the supervisor was 
highly dependent upon their work and the others told that she was 
less dependent upon them. Tb.cy were told that the first peer would 
learn of their work in half of the cases but not in the other half. 
Subjects who had been helped previously tended to exert the greatest 
effort in behalf of their dependent peer. In another study 
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(Berkowitz and Daniels, 1963), the subjects were workers operating 
under the guidance of a peer (a stranger) who was playing the part 
of their supervisor. In t:he High De pendency condition, the subjects 
were told that the experimenter's eva luation of the supervisor would 
depend mostly on their productivity; and in the Low Dependency con­
dition, the subjects v1ere told that the evaluation would be unaf­
fected by their performance. Performance proved to be significantly 
greater in the High Dependency condition. The Low Dependency sub­
jects worked harder �•h�n they had been informed that the supervisor 
would learn of their p·el:'forr.umce than v1hen they were told that the 
supervisor would not learn about their performance until a future 
time. 
In a study (Berkowitz and Conner, 1966) examining the influence 
of success and failure on .;: person's willingness to help others, 
college students either experienced a success, a failure, or no ex­
perience on a preliminary irre lev<lnt task an<l then worke<l for a peer 
whose chance of gaining a prize was either 20 per C"ent, 50 per cent, 
or 80 per cent depending on their performance for him. Those who 
had previously experienced frustration tended to express stronger 
dislike for the experiment and for their peer the greater his depen­
dency on them. Berkowitz suggests that the felt obligation which 
arose from the High De pend.ency t-1as probably an unwelcome pressure. 
Development of Empathy, Socialization, And Altruism 
Aronfreed and Paskal (1965) have suggested that empathy may be 
an important feature in sharing behavior and have suggested that 
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empathetic responses can be conditioned by pairing positive affect 
arousal in the giver with expressions of joy in the recipient. 
They attribute altruistic behavior to the conditioning of positive 
affect to the observations of the pleasurable consequences of the 
act for the recipient. McDougall, likewise, feels that the sight 
of a person in·distrcss arouses empathetic feelings in the obser­
ver, which he terms "primitive passive sympathy," and by helping 
the person in distress, the observer also helps himself. However, 
Aronfreed (In Hacaulay .::.nd Berkowitz, 1970) also states that we 
will be unable to gain an adequate p syc hological conception of 
altruism and sympathy without a broader developmental perspective 
into the precess of socialization. He divides the ingredients 
of altruistic and sympathetic behavior into two basic classes 
of phenomena. The first class, which was described earlier, 
establishes the child's ca pac i ty for empathetic experience and 
the second lies within the establishment of the instrumental value 
of overt acts. In a study of the development of sharing behavior 
in childre-.1, Handlon �nd Gross (1959) found that giving a partner 
a greater share of an un�qur.lly divisible number of objects in­
creased with age and that the highest degree of keeping the largest 
share for ones elf occurred in the pre-school group with the transi­
tion occurring between the fourth and fifth grades. The sharing 
behavior was not influenced by the sex of the child or by the fact 
of being an only child or having siblings. 
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Hodeling And Altruism 
A number of investigators have demonstrated the role of 
modeling in eliciting altruistic behavior. Bryan and Test (1967) 
did three investigations utilizing the parking lots of two large 
department stores in N:.:;�� Jersey .::.r.d indexed helping by contributions 
to the Salvation Army. In another experirnent helping behavior was 
indexed by offers of aid by passing motorists to a woman with a 
disabled vehicle. The p;;·esence of a he lping model significantly 
increa�ed helping behavior in ouch of these studi·es. Hornstein 
(1968) con,duc t ed a study in r;tidto,wn H;mhattan in which by chance 
people carne upon an envelop�, f;::om �.1hich a man's wallet containing 
money was protruding . In the envelop'" -�as a letter addressed to 
the owner of the wall""t in which the finder told of his feelings 
about returning the vtallet. Hhen thz first finder of the wallet 
expressed positive feelings about returning the :wallet, this pro­
duced significantly arore: returns by ti1e subj e,ct than when the 
letter expressed negative fe·cU.ngs. 
In a study by Ros.;nhan and 1./hi\:c (1'967), fourth and fifth J 
graders played a bo�q·Ling g.;:.r;,c once in the presence of an adult 
model, and once in his absc:nce. IJhGn the model won gift certifi­
cates he gave one-half of ths.t'R to chc.rity. None of those who did 
not ob serve the model contributed gift certific.ates when playing 
alone. They also found that it v7as chiefly those subjects who 
contributed to the charity in the model's presence who also con­
tributed in his ab sence , suggesting that rehearsal and observa-
tion were necessary to elicit the charitable responses. In another 
/ 
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study by Bryan (1968), models who practiced charity were rated more 
favorably by children than those who failed to donate and were 
rated more favorably than a model l'.llho held a neutral con versation. 
However, the children's evaluation of the mo�:lel w�s unaffected 
by the discrepancy of his words and deeds, and a model practicing 
greed and pre.aching charity was rated as favorably as the practi­
tioner of charity. 
Social Class Influenc-es On l{clping B·eh.Rvior 
In a study investig.ating social clss.s 4ifferences in helping 
behnvior, Bm;kowitz and Fl."G<.:dm.:tn (1967) hypothe.si.z.e·d that members 
of the entrepreneuri.al class would be more 1ike1.y than people 
from the bureaucratic raiddle class to tlct in accot:d with social 
exchange conceptions and display « :.:-c.cirJ:rocity o rienta tion toward 
giving and getting. They p·laced adolescent boys in a .s.etting in 
wh:ic h they either rece ive d much or littl-e hcl.P wh.en ·they were in 
need of assistance. T'i1cy �•-ere then given an opportunity to help 
someone, either the person •;.;no ha� helped t;hem pr·eviously or ano­
ther person. As was hypothesized, th.c work in behalf of the 
o ther person was more greatly aff.;.ct.cci oy t.he amount of help in 
the entrepreneurial middle cl.::;ss s.:1mplc than in either the bur­
eaucratic middle-class or- wo.:king-clasG samples. They found that 
the entrepreneurial boys �:Jere most likely to give help only to the 
extent that they had recci ved hG lp. Berkor.1it.z <�.nd Freedman sug­
gested that the bureaucratic entrepreneurial boys entered the 
experimental situation with a relatively strong bias against the 
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working class people. In a similar study by Berkowitz (1968) in 
England, he found that as in the American study the help given by 
the bureaucratic middle-class subjects seemed relatively unaf­
fected by the amount of assistance they had previously received, 
but unlike the Americans, the English working-c la'SS boys tended 
to exhibit a strong reciprocity orientation in that their help 
giving·was strongly affected by the level of help they had gotten 
earlier. The reciprocity tendencies seemed the most proriounced 
when the person they could help was from a different social class 
level. They suggested that the American group possessing the 
strongest reciprocity orientation (boys from the entrepreneurial 
middle-class families) showed essentially the same behavior. 
Latane and Darley (1970) hypothesizing that middle and upper­
class citizens are less likely to help others, staged incidents 
at an underground subway station and at La Guardia Airport in 
which a man on crutches tripped and fell to the ground clutching 
his heavily taped knee. Twice as many people offered assistance 
in the subway as opposed to the airpQrt, and Latane and Darley 
initially attributed these results to the fact that middle and 
upper-class citizens are more likely to be present at airports. 
However, further investigation revealed that greater familiarity 
with the environment seemed to be the determining factor. 
The Effect Of Reinforcement On Altruistic Behavior 
Latane and Darley (1970) feel that reinforcement theory 
conflicts with the observed fact that people do help others in 
circumstances in which there seem to be no gains, and much risk. 
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Fischer (1963) found that sharing can be reinforced with material 
rewards. Four year olds shared marbles with an unknown peer if 
their sharing was rewarded '1-Jith bubble gum. The number of marbles 
they shared was affected by how rr.any marbles were available but 
not by h.ow many marbles. had been won on previous days. 
Bandura (1965) demonstrated that observer behavior changes 
as a consequence of witn<!ssir.g the reward-cost contingencies asso­
ciated with a perform.er's behavior, i.e. witnessing a model's 
behavior rewar<ied increases the probahility of the response occur­
ring in the viewer and seeing h.is behavior punished decreased the 
probability of the response. 
Research by :Weiss, Euchanan, Altst�tt, and Lombardo (1971) 
indicates that subjects >vill learn an i.nstrument:al conditioned 
response by alleviating another person from distress (electric 
shock). 
Helping Behavior In Non-Emergency Situations 
In a study of helping behavior in non-c:lnergency situations 
(Latane and Darley, 1970), students aske·d for three kinds of minor 
assistance (time, directions, or change). Students were very suc­
cessful in getting this assistance and encO'unt.ered only a few 
refusals. However, they were much less successful when they asked 
for the subject's name &nd the least successful when requesting 
a dime. The manner of requ.est made a good deal of difference. 
When the experimenter gave his natne before asking for a dime or 
said he needed the dime for a phone call etc ., he met with signi­
ficantly more success. Sex seemingly had no effect an giving minor 
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assistance, but female requesters were given a dime more frequently 
than male requesters. In the requests for a subject's name, females 
were more likely to receive an answer only if the subjects were 
male. The number of request;;;rs. was also relevant variable. Pairs 
of requesters were mor e  likely to receive help than wel·e single 
students and trios received the most help. Females were twice as 
likely to receive assistance as males an� three times as likely 
when in same-sex pairs. 
Harvey Allen (In Latane. and Darley , 1970) did a study in the 
Ne�v York City subway in vlh'icb <: sut�·1o,y rider was selected as an 
unsuspecting subject <>)1d one .or the· exper�menters sat or stood 
near him . A second ex;;eri•nenter rt�on ap�;)j:oached and asked if 
the subway was going uptovm m: cl.owntO\·ll::t. The bystander (first 
experimenter) gave the wrong ·<:m.S\veL'. Hh.:m the q�estion was asked 
of the subject and the "byst;ander" it1te;::rupted with the wrong 
answer, the subject corrBcted him ne;:;.rly e.very time. ·If the ques­
tion was addressed to\vard both the subJect .and the "bystander," 
the subject corrected hit:l much less f�eque.ntly; and if the .ques­
tion were directe.d at th.:; misinforme:.c .• ti1.:: subJects corrected 
least frequently of all. In other co;.1ditions, the "bystander" 
created an image of himself as either a physical th>:eat, an em­
barrasser, or as a tentatively answel·ing person. The subject 
was the most hesitant to co1·rcct tbc physically threatening person, 
the least relu�tant to co-rrect the tcu:i:atively answering person, 
and in between in correcting the potentially embarrassing person. 
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Helping Behavior In Emergency Situations 
Before a bystander will intervene in an emergency, Latane and 
Darley (1970) suggest that the&:e are several steps which must occur 
in his thinking process. He must notice that something is wrong, 
decide that he has some lXll:sona l responsibility, decide on a 
specific mode of intervention, a.nd the.'1 implement the intervention. 
In one of their studies (Latane and Da.rley, 1968), male under­
graduates found themselves in a ·Siiloke filled room either alone, 
with t�o non-reacting others, or in groups of three. They found 
that subje,cts w,ere less likely to· report th.e smoke when in the 
presence of passive others or in grrouprs of three. T'hey suggested 
that the res·ults seem to have been •n:edi,;H;.ed by th.e way the sub­
jects interpreted the situ&ticm, i.e., s�reing the others remain .. '• 
passive probably made the subjects. d.e.cide that the smoke was not 
dangerous. Group size is em i.r.rportant det.e·rm'inan.t of helping be­
havior. 
In another study (Lat.ane and i)arley, 1'97<0), subje·cts were led 
to believe that a wor.<an had fallen from a chair in the n.ext ro·om 
and had hurt her ankl e. Again, th.e greater the number of by­
standers, the less likely w:as the subject to intervene. The 
highest rate of intervention occurre.d vlhe·n the subject believed 
that he was the only one who heard h.er fall. If two naive sub­
jects heard her fall, the rate of intervention was lower than in 
the single subject condition and demonstrated that the presence 
of another person strongly inhibits individuals from intervening. 
Pairs of friends who heard the accident were m.ore inhibited in their 
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responding than in the Alone condition, but they were significantly 
faster responding than pairs of strangers. 
In a study (Latan.e and D<!rley, 1970) in which subjects believed 
they were witnessing a theft, pa!l;rs of subjects w.ere again less 
.. likely to re�ox:t the situatien than single subjects. An interesting 
finding in this sit1�ation was the high proportion of subjects in 
both conditiO•l.'lS who p:L'ofessed not ·to hav-e '�ti.ced the theft which 
was seemingly q;nite obvious. tat..ane ap.d iOarley suggest that not­
icing the t:beft wOlJld have 'PU't 'ti'le· su:b}e>ets in an avoidance-­
avoidance C·Ol!\fli,ct s>tl'¢h d1cat ·tf;!.ey �re t:o;t.�n 'between the negative 
alternativ·es .of ris.kil1,S C\!lRfron.�a\:i,on \Y�i!;:·!i the th.eft by acting 
and risking �u.itt !f$J. not -..ctit.r:.g .• , A go�d way to avoi4 t;his con­
flict wras not to se�e t'i<e t='r:eft a;t ail. : 
Another stti,l;ly, (ln La tcne �tnd D<;:n:ley:.,. 19'70) als·o illustrates 
the p-erceptU'al di·storti.on that may 'Gcculi'· in �n ernetrgency situa­
tion. Subj·e,ets w.ere l.ecl to 1ife'Lwve th�t they we're list.e·t1ing to 
a fight betwee·n two· child.r·c.)\1 a:.l:.d, that ��e' ·�:as-:being seriously in­
jured. Of those that f<>il·«·d to �rc.terv�'ne, elidt s:ubje;ct assured 
the e:x:peri.ment.er that h«.ci he· bee.tt ¢·Gnvin,c.ed :t;'liat the fight were 
real, he would have interv.:m<�.d. Ea:,ch bacl an elaborat.e reas"On for 
not believing that t.he fi.ght was not; S'-';rio:u.s. By convincing them­
selves that no e•F•<e'l:gency is o•ceurrijil!g, . . su:bje.ct.s can relliain unin"'l'•.:. 
volved . 
The Effects Of Race And Sex On The Aiding Response 
Research by Wispe and Freshley (1971) indicated that both the 
race and sex of all those' involved in a situation when an altruistic 
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response could be forthcoming is important. In their study the 
alstruistic response measure was he lping a person who had seemingly 
dropped her gr�eries a.s the result of har bag breaking. They 
discovered that there w·er\Ol significant sex differences in helping 
behavior in the black saij!-ple but: not in the white sample, with the 
bla.ck men helping more �nd the blacl• women he'iping less. 
A review of the liter.atu�e i,11.dicates that l:be fo Uow'ing 
variables affe(.!·t wh4thel: or not !l person wUt behave altruistically 
in a given situa�io:rt: 
1. Pe_r&OnaUt:y�Thc H�.dings ou this• v.a.d.a.bl.e are equivocal 
at this. ti.w.·e. E,>:xt·i:av·er.:;;ion doe·s not s��m to be pre-
d.ictive of a1t;.�ui31;ic .o�h4vi� •. bu:t: the 1,1ead for social 
approva.l app¢.;vrs to exe'rt <1 great influ�mee on the 
aidi'!lg response:. There .<l.l:e i:ooicaUoos tla:at. self-
concern may .ei:(:h{.!ir lcwc:r o-;; t'<\ise '-he .likl':thood of 
helping. hen<lvior·. Alth.ou:gb ap-athy. as .;1 tr�i.t; has 
h�e-n hypothesize·4· as. a ch.Jl:racter;i..s.t:� of those who 
fail to· inte.rvene· in emcr.3e·ncy -siti;u,ati<>ncS, the evi-
dence does not seem to c.ortfir-nt this elaif,l. Much more 
resear.ch is ne.e.dod in this ar·e.a tQ .furdwr clarify the 
personality variables whlc:h · qperat;e' 'in vario11s situations. 
2. Attitudes-It appes,ra t.!:t�t ·people. filay deV'alue and reje·ct 
a suffering victim if th<�y are· unabLe to alter his fate. 
3. Guilt.-Ss wh:o a.re made to feel gl!:ilty (b�lieve they 
have' c.'&us.�Q har1tt to another, induced to lie, or cheat, 
believe they have broken a machine) are more likely 
to volunteer ·to he.lp an exper'imente.r with a new study 
than are contro.ls. 
4. Obligations And Dep{!ndE:tKy-People t-�ho have been given 
assist.ance on a task al"e t�ore likely to exert a great 
effort to h.elp those \-1hO are d.ependent on them than 
are persons witho.ut such a hist:.ory . Aft.er be ing frus• 
trated , �rsons will expJ:ess a stro�ger dislike for a 
peer the greater his dependency on them than someone 
who has e.xperienced success. 
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5. Empathy And Socielization-It appears that empathy 
plays an important role in sl1aring behavior and 
can be conditioned. Sharing seems to increase with 
age. "Greediness" is apparently at its peak in 
pre-school children and the transition to sharing 
behavior seen,s to occur betw·een the fourth and 
fifth grades . • 
6. Mode',l,ing-Modeling significantly increases the 
probability of helping behavior and it appears 
that eha:dtable nll!>4els are rat·ed. more favorably 
than those not E.:"h:tbiting charitable behavior. 
In this instance it se�fb� that w�ds speak louder 
than actions, bec.:;p.tse .cl,>.ildren w?re una ffected by 
the .discrepancy l;l.eti�Con the !l\O�l1's "charitable 
words'' and stingy ac·ti<Hl..S. 
7-. Social Cla.;;;s-It has b?·e:n '*�pot.hesi:?ed that members 
of diffe�ei<t, soci.a1 e:LI.l.:S:'S<fl�.·di:�f-e"l! in altruistic 
be.ha.vio·r. :rto·vJ·i;'l:l'er ,. this a�ea hacr t"eceived very 
little att_e.nt;ton and ladt:o; conclusive eYidf!nee, 
S t·udies by i3-erko\·lit.4 do oo�!!'•· to· indj.c.ate ·that 
sooi.al class may l;l.e ::.. fac·t(:)r, .f.O,'Ive;'v:e'L', 
8. Reinforcement-Shari.ng behavior in ebH�ren can 
apparently be in?re.;lz�d Nith re�Tarcls (bubble gum}. 
It also seems. th,(tt Hit:n�ssing a n'\Odlill's behavior 
rewa;:ded increas_e,; :.:n-e pr·ohabip.ty of the· same 
respon$e occu.t"ri.ng in the vie���r a:nd that s.e'(;)ing 
his heh.av·ior P'uni.slt.ed cl.e.;:;:.e,ii\.s.¢5 the proaJbi Uty of 
res.·pons.e. 
9. Non-E:fllerr;emcy H�fe:ib�!.-g:"�tl&:� .as�<i:ti.g .for mi.n:o,r assis­
tance (time, dil�<3c t_;:..otl..s • or ch.a:.;ge) the manner of 
request makes. a diiie<l�a.l"'�� i.n o<J:i.t,ai:ning, assi�tance. 
The sex of both the · '1 i!<eq�e stcr''·andl "r'equestee" is 
also importa.r.t. 
10. Emergency 1!elp_:0:f£-The larger the gr(>:up of potential 
he lr>ars, the sma.l 'Ler is the vicC.im 1 s eha11ce of re­
ceiving a.ssistance. People also fre·quently appear 
not to notice an e:t,�argency whan it is oceu.n:.ing 
or if they do notice it, interpret it as not being 
serious. 
11. Sex And Race-There are significant sex differ.ences 
�lpil1g among blacks but not <llliong whites , '�ith 
the black man helping mora an.:! the black women 
helping less. 
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The:orists such &s p;.oso:-,han (ln ·r·;acaulay and Berko�1itz, 1970) 
feel that ·rciilforccmont p"to?oncnts have di£fic1;1lty accounting for 
altruistic behavior \i'hich �c fe.ols is in part dcf.ined by the 
ai)parcnt -absenc>t! of re::is1;:'o:tcc:n0nt. Lik(misc� l.atane and Darley 
(1970) state that <:..VC:t'} cl<>y experience .:..hows us that pecplc do 
help others even \·lhen it is evidei<.t tha.t they tvill receive �>O 
1. Ss who al·e re;n:ovecl. (p�.rrd . .shci:.) io�: an altruisti<: act ·Hi 11 be 
Tess likely to ma,1if.:�s·:: .:lU: r-ldstic behavior in the immediate 
future t.han )is 1>1ho a:;.·e: 110t rc;.n:ove.d (Control Gxoup). 
2. ss t-rho are vc1:·ba11y l:'cv;:,;:d.ed for t:n t:U:.:-uin.ti.c �ct \>JiU be 
(;ore li'�.el�.t to mq�i;.if;;:.��t: .:-�l truisti.c Cchavi.ol� i.n. the: ir;::meUiate 
future tho.n §_;.; 'dh.C �;xe :1ot: vcrb.dl.y :;:cH.atded (Cont'tol Group). 
�. Ss 11ho a.r<.i ve::·b<>;ll.y !.'<oMB.7.�d�ci for .au clt;;uistic .a c. I; '17ill he 
mo.J:e lit�cl)r to ntG.Gi.fc.�t: £tll;��Ci.gt:!_c ·behaVior i:n the immed:iatc 





The study \-Jas conducted in tbc parking lot of a shopping 
center and the .§_s were. those individuals usi.ng the facility. 
Since the design of t!1e c::pe:ciGlent necessitated that the §_s 
perfox:m an altruistic act (helping a;1 li.nd ividual t1ho dropped 
packages), this l-l·.:'lS a p:ce:cequi::;ite to their being included as a 
§. in one of the tvJO e: >:perime,1tal groups. No effort was tnade to 
screen any potential .§., 1i!ith the exc.eption that only adult white 
female §_s \vere included in the ;;tudy .• 
6onfederates 
The na.ture of the study necessitated u.sing t\o·o confederates, 
both females. Confederate §l. d::: opp.ed groceries in the parking 
lot. Confederatr;l .£,was posi.tioned in a w·heelchair and appeared 
to b.e experiencing difficuh:y negot:i.atin:g a curb. 
In all instanc es , Confederate 1?_ \·JUS a tlventy-three year old 
female. 
In the groc ery d:copping situation,' the original confederate 
v1as a tvJcnty-eight year old fernale. Ho,,7ever, after numerous po­
tential §_s passed her by '"ithout ofier.iag assistance, it was 
decided that an elderly person would he more likely to elicit 
aiding responses. On one day Confeder&te A vias a sixty-one year 




Confederate A stationed herself in the parking lot until she 
smJ a potential 2_ getting out of her car. A the:n dropped her gro­
ceries when .§. wa1> at bet\I(;len ten to fifteen fee:!: away. If the 2. 
attempte.d to help he;:.·, she Has 0ither rewa.rde.d verbally with the 
statement, "Uow ch.l;;,w.y of me; tll..nnk you vcry m:u·c.h," or in the re­
proved condition, .!::_said, ''Go o•n, I cioill' t want <my Q.elp and I don't 
need any help." In th.e co.ntrol co.ndit.ior;., cmly the wheelchair 
situation whicil is cles.cri.heG bel.:o�::1 "'il.S u&e.ci. Under t;.his con.dition, 
Ss \Jere not ex:pPS>$G to the pac:k.,.�;lil cltopi>:i.i:l.,g; sli.�u�!:ion. 
Confederate ]}. t.!lt.:m pos.H.ion�·cl her-se-lf s,o that Rhe appeared to 
be unable to get ont·ID t:Hl c:;ud> i.n lH!r ,��h�ulch . .,.ir. )l was unaware 
of whether :§..had n· .. el< rce<>�<:i<cio�, �"u'i.si.>e.ci, o.l.·. J.·<Oceiv:ed neither. The 
dependent vari�ble was mc<i!Sm:"ed $ichot.omo\!;>ly i'!.'l �elrtn:> of whether 
or not §.. su0$eer'\l.entt:;.ly h'"l�·:!� !L 
Controls 
Both the 2_ anci tile G•cmi':cdc.:cat.o.s ,,i®re �mcale IJec.ause., as Latanc 
and Darley (1970) and H:i.spe ;:ti!<d Fn�$hky (1971) clemoMt:rated, sex 
is frequ.er.tly ;an im:p<ll."t.:-tnt v<..ri.ab.le L� det.er!Rini.ng '"hether SOJReone 
behaves altrui.st.ic.ally of not.. Sh1ce t�his st:ud]l' was concerned 
,,,i th. the effects of reinfcrcem2nt an the <;�iding responses, the sex 
o £ the Ss and confederates -;q,ere t.l'le sirl:m'" t.o m.inim.ize the influence 
of this variable. 
The date was all collected at a small, local shopping center. 
Latane and Darley (1970) have sho<.vn. tlHtt familiarity '�ith environ­
ment influences the aiding response. Therefore, it seemed likely 
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that conducting the study at a small shopping center might have a 
different effect from a large shopping center with which people 
are less likely to be familiar. Each.§_ ��as selected when she was 
alone in the parking lot to prevmnt stray people from wandering 
into the experiment. 
Confederate � dropped her pack&ges at a great enough distance 
away from the potential .§. (�bout ten to fifteen feet) so that she 
had to make a choice a�out !'lelpir,g or not help ing and did not 
respond reflexively. Confederate� did not look at the potential 
S after dropping her packages, as this could possibly have been 
interpreted as J. plcJ. for assistance. Note also that reproved and 
reward conditions were r�ndomly assigned to the two Confederate As 
who elicited aid. 
Confederate 2_ v:as una,.'are of v1h e ther or not the S '\vas rc'\varded 
or reproved for her actions. 
The confederates as \vell J.s all of the .§_s �"ere all white, 
because Wispe and Freshley (1971) demonstrated that race is an 




Ta!He 1 illustrates the .§.' s aiding responses as a function of 
the reHard and control conditions. 
A Chi Square of 11.13 �1as obtained bctHeen the punishment and 
control conditions indicat±J.1g.that Control .Q.s helped the confederate 
in the \.theelchair significantly (p "-. .001), more often than .Q.s 
\vho had just previously been puuished for helpin.g the confederate 
who had dropped her �roc�ries, thus confi.rmi.ng hypothesis one. 
A Chi Square of 11.13 \.Jas also obtain.ed between the re\-Jard and 
control condi·tions (see Table 2). Although this value was signi­
ficant (p '-. .001), it \vas not significant in the expected direction, 
and hypothesis two was not confirmed. 
Since no one helped in cithe1· of the tveatment conditions, 
there \vas no difference bct\veen the.s e tviO groups. 
Table 2 illustrates ti1e diffcre·nces in aiding responses directed 
tmvard each of the three grocery droppers. 
A Chi Square of 61.26 was obtained bet\veen the twenty-eight 
year old confederate and the fifty year old confederate (see Table 3). 
A Chi Square of 25.13 \vas obtained between the twenty-eight year 
old confederate and the sixty-one year old c.onfederate (se.e Table Lf), 
and a Chi Square of 15.13 \vas ob taine<l bctw·een the fifty and sixty­
one year old confederate. 
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TABLE 1 
COMPARISON OF AIDING RESPONSES TOWARD 
WHEELCHA):R PATIENT AS A FUNCTlON Oli' 





CHI SQUARE=ll.l3 (p < .001) 
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TABLE 2 
COMPAMSON .. OF AIDING RESPONSES IDO:WARD 
WHEELCHAIR PA1'1iENT M A FUNCTION OF 





CHI SQUAREall. 13 (p < . 0-CH) 
l (AGE 2$:) 
3 (AGE 50) 
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l'ABLE 3 
Al�fNG: ImSlroiNS.E_S; iOWARl1 !GROCERY 
DB;O;fPER, 
CONFEDERATE 
1 (AGE 28) 
2 (AGE 61) 
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TABLE 4 
AIDING RESPONSES TmvARD GROCERY 
DROPPER 
CHI SQUARE=25.13 (p < .001) 
CONFEDERATE 
2 (AGE 61) 
3 {AGE 50) 
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TABLE 5 
AIDING RESPONSES TOWARD GROCERY 
DROPPER 
CHI SQUAREF15.13 {p <:.001) 
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The fifty year old and sixty-one year old grocery dropper·s 
were helped significantly more often than the twenty-nine year 
old (p � .001) and the fifty year old was helped more often than 




The results of this study failed to support the hypotheses 
that rewarding an individual f;or a:n altruistic response inct·eases 
the probability of his performing an altruistic response in the 
inunediate future� \�ith punishme.r).t having tile opposite effect. 
Although there was a significant difference in the predicted 
direction between Groups II (Punished) and III (Control), the lack 
of a significant difference bet\veen Group I (Revarded) and Group II 
(Punished) leads to the conclusion that the e'X.perime:ntal treatment 
(Punishment) was probably not the deteTmin.ing fact.or. 
Under the control c,ondition, fs aide.d the confederate in the 
wheelchair 37 per cent of th,e time and passed the person by 63 per 
cent of the time. Hhen the two expe;:ilnental conditions \vere added, 
this had a definite effect on. wheelchair helping. Not one f in 
either of the treatment groups offered ai<l to Confederate B. That 
is, no one \vho offered t.o help Confederate A pick up her dropped 
groceries subsequently offered to help Confederat.e � in the wheel­
chair regardless of \Jhether they Here re\varded or punished, In 
fact, a large number of the fs then 1-1ent a: great distance out of 
their way in order to avoid the person in the wheelchair. 
Perhaps the most significant finding of this study at least 
under the conditions of this research \-Jas that people were not 
helpful. l�here are all those individuals who are shocked and dis­
mayed \vhen they read about someone who has been overlooked Hhen 
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in need of help? It is easier to rationalize findings such as 
these when they can be attributed to the ·�epersonalization which 
occurs in our rapidly expanding technological society," but this 
study was conducted in a small neighborho-od shopping center where 
it \vould seem reasonable that people v:ould be more helpful than 
at a large metropolitan shopping center. These results \vere ob­
tained with women and may have heen somewhat different if men had 
been included in the sample. 
In the control condition, '�hen or<e person offered assistance 
to Confederate & others frequently joined her, making it appear 
as if the� may have been a model for the others who joined her. 
This finding \�as consistent \1ith that of Bryan and Test (1967) who 
found that the presence of a model significantly increased helping 
behavior to a woman '�ith a disabled vehicle. 
Throughout the study, it v1as noted that men frequently came 
from great distances to offer assistance to both Confederates A 
and &, \vhile only the wo:nen who '�ere closest to the confederates 
in distance offered assistance to them. Latane and Darley (1970) 
obtained similar results, finding that men tend to be more likely 
to offer help to someone of either sex than women. Perhaps the 
idea still persists in our society th.at the role of a male is to 
be gallant while the female is v1eak and helpless, depending on 
the male for support. Results of a study by Hispe and Freshley 
(1971) likewise indicate<l that males tended to be more helpful 
to a female grocery dropper than did females. 
The bulk of this study \�as conducted on Friday afternoon and 
on Saturday when people may have felt that they had a limited amount 
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of time in which to do their shopping and did not have enough time 
to help one person and much less two people consecutively. Others 
may have felt as if this task \·las too demanding of them. There 
also may have been those \vho felt that they had done theil· "one 
good deed a day" be helping the r;roceJ:y dropper and were umvilling 
to do any more. 
One explanation foJ: the findings of this study may be the 
fact that the subjects were, in all liklihood, on a specific er­
rand at the shopping center, and to perform the altruistic acts 
would have required deviations from their previous plans. Thu s  
to perform one or both of the altJ:uistic acts was inconsistent 
Hith the subjects goal directed behavior and therefore a possible 
source of frustration. It seems that the performance of one of the 
t1vo altruistic tasks could be handled by many of the shopping 
center customers, but the demands of the two successive tasks were 
excessive and the second task avoided because of the potential 
frustration. Many of the subjects physically avoided the confed­
erate in the wheelchair by Halking a '\·7ide berth around her and it 
is likely that many also avoided he:c "mentally," thus making it 
easier to direct their attention to the plan to which each viaS 
already conunitted. 
An alternative explanation may be that the first altruistic 
act, regardless of Hhether accompanied by verbal reward or reproof, 
served as punishment. That is, tile physical effort requir ed and 
personal demands made on a subject acted as punishment and '\vas a 
short term deterrant to the performance of other altruistic acts. 
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On the basis of the present findings, it appears as if an 
individual will be less likely to perform an altruistic act if 
he has just performed an altruistic act, if it requires considerable 
. 
deviation from his specific goal directe<l behavior, or if the situa-
tion is such that he can avoid directing his attention to the 
person needing help. 
The main thrust of this research dealt w!l..th the effects of 
the treatment conditions o.u th.e behavior of the benefactor; how-
ever, an incidental fundin� W·C\S that concern.in.g the effects of 
individual differences of the confederat.es on subseque;nt helping 
behavior. Three different Confederate fl's were used in this 
study. The first Confede.rat
·
e f! (age t�1enty-·eight) dropped gro-
ceries six.ty times without any one offering assistance, s-o it 1vas 
decided that perhaps an oldex person 1wuld be more successf'Ul in 
eliciting aiding responses-. This proved to be an accurate hypo• 
thesis (see Tables 3 and L1). l'I.�n�evm.·, why did the fifty year old 
confederat.e r·eceivc sign:i.ficantly mor·e aid than the sixty-one year 
old confederate Hho looked much older? Th,e fifty year old con-
federate \�eighed quite a bit more than the sixty-one year old 
confederate, so perhaps she looked more in need of aid i.n bending 
over than the older person \vho may have appeared more agile. 
There appears to be numerous factors t·1hich influence the aiding 
response and obviously more investigation into this area is needed. 
The age and sex of all those involved apparently plays a large 
role as does the appearance of the person needing aid. S<Jme persons 
may look more helpless than others, hoi·Jever, whether or not they 
receive help seems also contigent upon the amount of time the 
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potential helper has as ��ell as his "mood" and amount of energy 
which he feels he has to share with someone else. 
Those \vho did not offer a.ssistance \vere indeed an interesting 
group of people to observe. Many of them were still watching the 
person in the \vheelch.air long aftet• they had entered the store. 
Some of the conm1ents of the f>OOple not offe-ring to help Confederate 
!::_ �vere, "Hell, that's the v1ay it goes," or "!Vhat a shame." One 
�·70man who offered GonfedeJ:ate; fl no a.ssist;.ance later returned and 
picked up some pec<;tns uhi·ch A had o·verlooked and �valked to her 
car eating them. 
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CHAPTER V 
The main thrust of this research H as t·o examine the hypothesis 
that rewarding an individu<,�l for a.n altruistic response increases 
the probability of that individual performing an altruistic act 
in the immediate future with punishment havi.ng an opposite effect. 
To examine this hypo"thcsi�>, base rates of helping a confederate 
v1ho had dropped gro-ceries and a co11.fecLerat;e in a wheelchair at­
tempting to get on1w a curb in a s.mall shoppi.ng center were obtained. 
All of the ,:rs and c;onfed.er·a,tes we.re female. After these base 
rates were obtaine.d, in order to become a .2, the p(;n:son must have 
helped the confederate who h.ad dropp·ed groceries before approaching 
the confede.ra te in the \�heelchair. _[s were rewat"ded and punished 
verbally for helping the confederate who ·had dropped gr·oceries. 
In both the reH:ard and punishm;m.t conditi<Jns:, the number of helping 
responses toward the person in the whee-lc,hair dropped to zero. 
Several explanations for these results \�:ere offered. All fe­
male Ss were used and several studies have indicated that females 
are less likely to behave altruistically than males. 'fu.e bulk of 
this research was conducte·d on F;:iday and Saturday when the Ss may 
have felt pressed for time. Since most of them were likely on a 
goal-directed errand, one or both of these potential altruistic 
acts may have acted as a source of frustration. Also, the first 
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altruistic act may have served as punishment because of the physical 
effort and personal demands involved, The results of this study 
appear to indicate that a person Hho has just performed an altt·uistic 
act is less likely to perform another one on the immediate future. 
As this study progressed, it became apparent that numerous factors 
enter into a person's decision to help or not to help another, i.e., 
age, sex of both, time involved, etc. 
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